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I have always wondered about the zeitgeist. Suddenly, the time is right for something and
certain social shifts, economic and political upheavals and art developments are taking place all
over the world, which in one way or another respond to them. In the beginning it is gently
flowing water that does not stand out until it suddenly becomes a big wave that engulfs
everything.
See what happened after the death of black American Georg Floyd on May 25, 2020 due to
heavy-handed police intervention. All the pent-up anger of one population group revolts and
form the "Black Lives Matter" movement to which the white population also joins en masse.
I well remember in the 1980s the famous gallery owner Holy Solomon said about graffiti; "White
People Dislike Black Art". The time was not right. Now high prices are paid for these artists. The
largest book publisher in America "Abrahams" did not want to publish my standard book on
"New York Graffiti". They disliked graffiti.
The tide can turn. All of a sudden black forgotten artists are popping up everywhere, almost no
one knew or had never heard of. Many galleries in the U.S.A. represent black and minority
artists. Not just black artists from the USA but from all over the world and especially Africa.
The art market suddenly sees trade and prices are pushed up. Whole generations of black artists
are emerging like a little devil out of the box for whom the time is now right. Yet many black
artists have created works of art for many decades.
However, if these works were already purchased, they quickly disappeared into the warehouses.
Almost all those black artists make figurative work. "Tell me Your Story" as the exhibition in the
Kunsthal quay in Amersfoort was called. I report this in my newsletter 146. The near future will
show that they also made abstract works.
For the last two years I have immersed myself in young black artists who, I think, create
interesting works. As if a tsunami had taken place, many of these young artists are housed in
renowned galleries.
In fact, the art market is as diseased as the excesses of liberal democracy. But we also have to
be honest. Watch the Dutch tv-program ‘Kunst & Kitsch’ and see how the people there smile
from ear to ear when they hear that their artwork is worth something. It is natural to humans.
There is always light at the end of the tunnel, although it can sometimes take a long time to see
it. It seems as if we are in dark times, but there are also many new developments.
We live in what the Americans call during the elections, in a swing state. At a crossroads in
history. More and more people, scientists, farmers, politicians, economists, philosophers and
artists realize more and more that things have to be done differently. The total image of
humanity is changing. More and more people realize that everything is interrelated, from the
smallest to the largest. Unity with nature will be restored. Many are discovering that we are one
race: the human race, that every human being has equal rights and obligations and that
everyone should be given the same opportunities to develop.
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The difference between the sexes is getting smaller. Men are more and more open to the
feminine they carry, women want to be treated as equal to men and stand up for their rights. In
fact, the sexes are increasingly converging towards one sex. The individual that we have taken
for granted for centuries falls apart into countless identities and precisely because of that more
towards the unity of the human being.
In 1970, Alvin Toffler writes his bestseller "Future Shock", followed in 1981 with "The Third
Wave", in which almost everything I mention above is about to happen in the near future.
I plan to feature in newsletters young black artists, have always had a soft spot for the
oppressed. I have never understood why they, like any other person, could not make good art.
The New York graffiti artists were the first to shake things up. That should never be forgotten.
I am well aware that there are many more interesting young black artists I can describe. My
choice is therefore very personal. The following three artists are discussed in this letter:
1. John Rivas
2. Kufa Makwavarara
3. Damien Davis
John Rivas (1997) Newark-New Jersey

John Rivas in his studio
John Rivas is a very young, talented Latin American artist, his roots are in El Salvador,
bordering Guatemala, Honduras and the Pacific.
The Pipil Indians are the original inhabitants of El Salvador. They are subdued by the Spaniards
and are part of Mexico after the disappearance of Spanish authority in 1821. In 1839 El
Salvador becomes an independent republic and democracy is introduced, but in fact the country
has long been ruled by "Fourteen Families ". Dictators have held power for a long time thanks to
the juncta. Rebellion arises from Marxist rebels. In 1989 death squads hold are going crazy in
the Jesuit-founded University of Central America where a number of priests are murdered. Drug
gangs still rule the country.
Since 2019, "Nayib Bukele Ortez" (1981) has been President of El Salvador.
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Many Salvadorians have requested for asylum in the U.S.A.
Trump has made it very difficult to apply for asylum in the U.S.A.
A whole community of Salvadoran immigrants lives in Newark. John Rivas belongs to the first
generation of American artists whose parents are from El Salvador and who is born in Newark.
His parents settled in Newark in 1994 for economic reasons.
John Rivas has been a very self-confident artist from a young age. John shows in his work a
relationship with Basquiat and other graffiti artists.
John Rivas does not come from an artistic family, his father is a construction worker and his
mother is a factory worker. While in high school, one of his teachers, an avid tattoo enthusiast,
sees that John has a talent for drawing. His parents don’t cheer after hearing about John's
choice of artistry.

Hago Sin Ti - What could I do without you, m.m. on canvas, 180x122, 2019

In the painting above, we see John Rivas depicted with a brush in his mouth. Next to him,
wearing a white shirt, we see his brother. The text ‘JuJu4Ever’ refers to his nephew who died
suddenly at a young age.
The works of John Rivas are painted rough and unpolished. Different materials are brought
together on one canvas; paint, colored pencil, spray paint, texts, medicine pills, iron wire, part
of a painting palette, brushes and pieces of cloth. Cut-outs and holes in the canvas are common.
Shoes may emerge from the canvas on other canvases.
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‘Te-Extrano, mixed media, 150x150, 2018
mixedmedia,42,5x57cm,2019

‘LibertadEsta En Otre Lado,

without
title
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Family
portrait

JOHN A RIVAS CV EDUCATION:
2019 School of Visual Arts Senior, BFA Fine Arts 2021 Columbia University, MFA EXHIBITIONS:
2019 Both at Once, LatchKey Gallery, New York, NY Forthcoming, Band of Vices, Los Angeles, NY
Forthcoming, Todd Kramer Gallery New York, NY 2018 The Nu Vanguards of the Revolution, Group
Show, Queens Museum. Queens, NY The Politics of Identity, Group Show, SVA Chelsea Gallery. NY,
NY Re: Art show 2 years, Group Show, Pfizer Building. Brooklyn, NY Constellations, Group show,
SVA Chelsea Gallery. NY, NY El Museo Del Barrio Dia De Las Memorias, Showcase, El Museo Del
Barrio. NY, NY Meca International Art Fair, Art Fair, San Juan, PR CMA’s
Annual Art Auction, Group show, Children’s Museum. NY, NY BFA Open Studios, Group show, SVA
BFA Fine Arts Building. NY, NY Pinta Art Fair. Miami, FL 2017 School of Newark, NJ The Visual Arts,
Open Studios, Group show, NY, NY Pros+Kons, Group Show, Underground Skateshop. Newark, NJ
The Funeral, Group Show. More Points Gallery. Bronx, NY Trans Degenerate, Group Show. Milkweed
Sugar Loaf Gallery. Chester, NY Public Koncept Presents, Group Show. Underground Skateshop.
Newark, NJ Chicpeajcturns3, Group Show.
Harborside Jersey City. Jersey City, NJ 2016 Untitled, Solo Show, Watchung Art Center. Watchung, NJ
Local Artist Night, Umami Burger Artist Showcase. Brooklyn, NY Take part of me, Group Show, Paul
Vincent Gallery.
Dean collectie - Galleries: Latchkey gall. N.Y., Ross&Kramer gall. N.Y, Superposition gall. N.Y., Miami
No Paradise, m.m. on canvas
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2. Kufa Makwavarara (1983 -Zimbabwe - lives in Cape Town South Africa)
Brief history of Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe, with today's capital Harare, has always been a divided country where Zulu Kings rule
and several populations struggle for supremacy. The country has different population groups: the
people of the Nguni, Bantu, Matabele, Mfengu, Makolo, Mithwakazi and the Ndebele.
The official language is English with many tribal languages such as Shona and Ndebele.
Thanks to the conquest by the Englishman Cecil Rhodes, the country is called Rhodesia from
1895. The English are mainly concerned with the mining of ore. Only in 1980 does this end and
the name of the country changes to Zimbabwe. Robert Mugabe becomes the first Prime Minister.
Mugabe is under dictatorial rule with a one-party system. The whites are blamed for the bad
economic situation and are robbed of their land at his hands. A great exodus of whites then takes
place.
Zimbabwe has long been the breadbasket of Africa. The agricultural industry is collapsing due to
drought, deforestation and bad policy. During Mugabe’s rule, thousands of Zimbabweans fled to
Zambia, Botswana and South Africa. The people at home are besides poverty ravaged by AIDS
and the tourist industry is collapsing completely. Inflation is at a certain point 150,000%.
Insufficient water leads to a cholera epidemic.
November 2017, Mugabe is deposed by the military and succeeded by "Mnangawa". The country
is divided into eight provinces.
Zimbabwe is rich in natural resources in the Marange: diamonds, platinum, chromium
and tantalum. Yet the treasury is empty. Corruption is rampant everywhere. (see Pr. Do.
124 about the mines in Congo tent. In the MU Eindhoven p.5)

The Zimbabwean artist ‘Kufa Makwavarara’ (1983), like many other artists from his country,
moved to Cape Town.
He paints about the exploitation and oppression by the political system in his homeland that
dictates the entire life of normal citizens, whereby religion is also not ignored.
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Kufa Makwavara, Wozy Friday, oil on canvas, 124x100, 2015
The painting "Woza Friday" by Kufa Makwavarara is inspired by a text by Jonny Clegg (19532019). Johnny Clegg is a son of an English father and a Rhodesian mother of Jewish descent, who
emigrated via Lithuania and Poland to Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe - Zambia, formerly Northern
Rhodesia). Gleg grows up in Johannesburg and Israel. He is called the "White Zulu" because he
combines English texts with Zulu texts.
During the apartheid regime, his band "JULUKA" consists of a white and a black man ".
Together they form an anti-apartheid group.
Johnny Cleg has been awarded several important honorary degrees. (see wikipedia)
Woza Friday (1976 youtube)
Webaba kunzima kulomhlaba
Father, this world is a difficult place
Webaba lomsebenzi ubhokile
Father, the work I do is unending)Webaba, nemali ayingeni
Father, the work I do is in a full swing
Father, the work I do is unending
Father, the money I earn is insignificant
May this week be over Daddy, Daddy
Come on Friday, work is unending
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Come on Friday Mommy sweet my sweet thing
Come on Friday, the day I am engaged to my true love
Goodbye, I’m going now
Tomorrow morning, tommorow morning
Come on Friday is time to love, to go out after another week of hard working
Kufa Makwavarara paints very finely and his paintings are populated with countless people,
whom he manages to unite compositionally in a wonderful, exciting way. "Woza Friday" and
"Tsotsi (Gangster) in the Train" are about commuting by train to the different suburbs.
Kufa himself is an avid gamer, mixing socio-political commentary, caricatures and African
symbols in his paintings.

Tsotsi (gangster) in the train, oil on canvas, 100x79,5x, 2015 Bishop (or R. Mugabe) and the kissin Ring

"Bishop and the Kissing Ring": The bishop uses his power by having people kiss his ring for a
fee.
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Kufa Makwavara; The Winner takes all, oil on canvas, 100x124, 2017

In "The Winner Takes All" and "Fancy Heads", the figures and costumes refer to the culture.
"The Winner Takes All" is about a stranger who ends up in South Africa and starts playing cards
with the king. The king challenges the stranger that if he wins from him, his beautiful daughter
may marry. The winner takes everything, is exactly what the political system of permanent
exploitation does. The common man is left behind.
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Fancy Heads, oil on canvas, 125x90, 2017
Hiding Nest, oil on canvas, 170x200, 2020

In 2018, a mass demonstration will take place in Zimbabwe against the economic crisis.The
police react strongly, chase the people and try to disperse it with tear gas. The protesters do
not flee home but hide in a nest; in deep secret places, inaccessible to the police.
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Kufa Makwavara, Elections 2018, oil on canvas,

In a sense, you could see a new version of James Ensor's works in Kufa Makwavarara's
paintings. Ensor is a master of mocking power.
Kufa Makwavarara is represented by Artco Gallery.

3.DamienDavis(1984)
Many black artists tell the past in their work. To understand Damien Davis's work, I
will go back to a part of the past that his work is about.
The 1921 Tulsa Uprising - Background Tulsa is a city in the state of Oklahoma.
December 18, 1865, slavery is abolished by President Lincoln. Between 1889 and
1891, many blacks moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Greenwood District, with "Black
Wall Street" at its core, is the business center of African Americans. They form a colony
of liberty (those who are released as slaves, called freedmen). The blacks are doing very
well economically. "Black Wall Street" is the center of activity. The street cuts across
the separate world of the black and white community. The prosperity of the blacks
provokes a lot of resistance.
On May 31 and June 1, 1921, an uprising of the black population takes place. The
reason is that a black boy, 19-year-old shoe shiner Dick Rowland, is unfairly accused
of rape of the white 17-year-old girl Sarah Page when she steps into an elevator that
also contains the white girl. The girl starts to scream. She would have been raped.
After all, due to the Jim Crow laws, black and white live completely separate from each
other. When the incident is reported in a local newspaper the next day, all hell breaks
loose. A gang of white men lynch the boy. The black community is revolting. A
massacre is unparalleled. The Ku Klux Klan is behind it and has already lynched many
blacks.
May 31 and June 1, 1921, white residents slaughter as many as 200 black residents
and 5,000 people become homeless. Private planes drop bombs and destroy entire
neighborhoods. "Tulsa Race Massacre" has been hushed for a very long time.
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Damien Davis' renewed view
"Hard Line Fade" - "Hard Line Fade" is what Damien Davis calls his works. His
sculptures are about the use of symbols from the past of black people. Painful,
derogatory symbols that can change with different usage.
Damien Davies examines fraught historical depictions of "Blackness". Davis wants to
release them from their entrapment; frees symbols from their underlying negative
meaning.
Damien Davis uses digital techniques and complex software algorithms for this.
Damien thus ends up in a more conceptual approach.
Davis' sculptures are laser cut plexiglass elements connected with stainless steel nuts
and bolts. The images below are a reminder of the Tulsa happening that is approached
quite coolly, conceptually. Planes, bombs, a white and black head refer to the event.

Neighbours Blackamoors Collage #286, 50x40x4,5, 2019 Pre-Check Blackamoors, Collage #280
laser-cut plexiglass and stainless steel hardware, 35x25x5, 2019
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The works depicted on page 12 are part of the ‘COLLAPSE: Black Wall Street Study’, which Davis
has exhibited at the Latchkey gallery and the Untitled Art Fair (Solo booth), Latchkey Gallery in
Miami, Florida.

Damien Davis knows how to give shape to a past in a supercooled way, partly due to
the plexiglass and stainless steel elements.
Davis deliberately wants to create the possibilities for what he calls "slipping",
obscuring viewers' knowledge of an image, language and race. Damien dismantles a
certain way of seeing that is not necessarily universal.
In Sardinia, the black Moor's head is used as a national pride. - The Four Moors Flag is
first used as the flag of Sardinia after the battle of Alcoraz by Peter 1 of Aragón and
Navarre in 1096. In America, however, everything that is black is ridiculed.

Proud opposite respectless

Michael Ray Charles (1967) incorporates in his paintings, sculptures and installations
the experiences of blacks as caricatures and stereotypes in advertising, sports and
entertainment: IF U BLACK U NEVER FIRST, ONLY FOREVER SECOND. Ray addresses
racism, exploitation and slavery.
In the United States, the black head, teeth, anuses, having big butts are considered
very negative, as a reduction of Blackness to commercial, sexual and emotional
currency, while the same symbols in a different context, in a different culture, are
considered can be experienced positively. Just like someone has a horse or tiger as a
herald family arms.
Damien Davis is from a different generation and wants to fade the hard lines of these
images, slip, peel off, disconnect from the stereotypes. The stereotypes formerly used
to ridicule blacks such as mouths, teeth, shells and other attributes are liberated from
their negative meaning by Davis as elements.
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For Demetrius, it is a hymn to the love of siblings and to the power of art to transform our
perceptions and inner life.

Davis liberates all these body parts and utensils by disconnecting them from negative
meanings and giving them new life. The COLOR CARGO exhibit at Wood Art Center in
Philadelphia showcases gleefully crafted crates that spread Color Cargo's floor. They are
dedicated in part to "Henry" Box Brown " who achieved liberation from slavery by literally
sending himself to Philadelphia. (a kind of Hugo de Groot in the Netherlands). They look playful
from these boxes, Davis even calls them "candies."
The sleek, sophisticated nature of racial iconography is neutralized, negated by its use of
artificial means such as plexiglass and stainless steel.
Davis doesn't use basketball elements much because he has experienced this sport
in his personal life as a constant social pressure to practicing a sport. Damien is big and
strong and during his youth he is constantly reminded to play basketball because this is
the only thing he could be good at. (see photo p.13)
"My life's mission is to prove otherwise" and to tap into more my intellectual and creative
abilities.

Color Cargo-Center for Art in Wood Philadelphis 2019
All shapes in 'Color Cargo' are rendered with mathematical precision, by the computer, in
order to break through the stereotypes of the black artistry as being primitive, raw and
primary, which he constantly heard during his studies at the art academy: UNPACKING
DAMIEN DAVIS "COLOR CARGO"
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COLLAPSE: BLACK WALL STREET STUDY
The exhibit traces the history of Greenwood in Tulsa with the historic ‘Weeksville Heritage
Center’, located in today's Crown Heights, Brooklyn, itself one of the largest Pre-Civil War
free black communities.
Blackamoors # 345- # 357 at Weeksville Heritage Museum
"Black" is black and "a moor" refers to a moor that is black. Actually it is a tautology.
Blackamoor also refers to a European art style from the 18th century, the late Baroque
and Rococo style, in which Blackamoors are mainly depicted as an exotic and decorative
art object. From colonialism, the OTHER (black) was subdued and made into a spectacle,
visual object of aesthetic and sensual pleasure in advertising, literature, film, arts ...

Balthasar Permoser 18 century

Damien Davis uses the title "Collapse Blackamoor" to get rid of the ballast that the
word brings. Yet the title is "h-e-a-vi-l-y pregnant".
At the “Weeksville Heritage Museum” (1), Brooklyn N.Y. Damien exhibits 13 combs as
independent works of art such as Warhol exhibits his soup cans. These 13 combs seem /
are autonomous works of art. Yet there is a double meaning behind it. They are all
dedicated to black people who have been shot by the police. In the 1970s and 1980s, the
police confiscated Afro combs for their potential use as a weapon.
Breonna Taylor (26 years blackamoor collage # 345) -Trayvon Martin (17 years
blackamoors collage # 346), Georg Floyd (46 years blackamoors collage # 347), Eric
Garner (44 years blackamoors Collage # 348), Michael Brown (18 years blackamoors
collage # 349), Tamir Rice (12y Blackamoors collage # 350), Walter Scott
(Blackamoors collage # 351), Philando Castille (32y Blackamoors collage # 352),
Sandra Bland (28y Blackamoors collage # 353), Amadou Diallo (23y Blackamoors
collage # 354),
Tony McDade (38 years blackamoors collage # 355), Brayla Stone (17 years
blackamoors collage # 356), Emmet Till (14 years blackamoors collage # 357),
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(1) Weeksville Heritage Center is dedicated to the preservation of Weeksville, one of America's first free
black communities in the 19th century. Weeksville community founded schools, churches and societies
and were active in the abolitionist movement and one of the few remaining historic sites of African
American communities before the Civil War. (The abolitionist movement sought to end slavery and the
Atlantic slave trade. The English Quakers and some evangelical groups condemned slavery on
humanist grounds.

Amadou Diallo (Blackamoorscollage #354) Breonna Taylor (blackamoors #345) Tamir Rice
(Blackamoors collages#350) -Laser-cut plexiglass , stainless steel hardware, 29.2x15.2x2.5cm)

Georg Floyd (Blackamoors Collage #347), 2020
All 13 works are sponsored by the Mrs. And FIRE ISLAND ARTIST RESIDENCY.
Proceeds go to 13 black cultural institutions.
Damien Davis is represented in the following galleries: Latchkey gallery
N.Y., Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles
Exhibitions:
Whitney Museum of American Art, The Museum of Modern Art, The Museum of
Arts and Design, The Weeksville Heritage Museum N.Y: COLLAPSE: BLACK
STREET STUDY (December 2021 Catalogue) Color Cargo - Center for Art in Wood
Philadelphia 2019
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